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In the universal context, man is virtually
insignificant. Like everything else that is
born, that lives, and that dies, he is subject
to natural laws and dependent on natural
processes, not just for his well-being, but for
his very survival. He is a part of nature.
Man can gain insight to the workings of
nature, but without a perception which
transcends rationality he can never achieve
complete understanding, for nature is the
quintessence of the universe.
Believing he has the right to exert his will
on the environment, and acting without the
benefit of insight, man tends to subvert
natural process. He thus robs himself not
only of his heritage, but also of his future.
By appreciating his place in the order of
things, man can live in harmony with his
environment — considering his past,
enjoying his present, and ensuring his
future.

The above is the Statement
of
Philosophy for the newly
created
National Parks and Wildlife
Service of Queensland^
Australia.
We 're impressed with it and
thought you might be too.
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Memorandum
To:

All Readers of In Touch

From:

Associate Director, Park System Management

Subject:

In Touch

This is the fifteenth issue of In Touch. During the 2% years that the Division of
Interpretation has been pub!ishing In Touch, the Service has been operating under
severe fiscal constraints. Every activity, program and service that we are involved
in has received careful scrutiny regarding its relationship to the Service's mission,
and adjustments have been made as necessary.
The publication of In Touch is presently receiving the same careful scrutiny and you
have a critical role in the evaluation. I would like you to tell me whether we should
continue or discontinue publishing In Touch, and why. Our final decision will be based
upon your response (or lack of it).
Check the box below that most nearly represents your feelings about In Touch. Any
comments you may wish to include should be written on the back of this sheet. Tear or
cut along the dotted line and send this questionnaire to me c/o National Park Service, Room 3117, Interior Building, Washington, D. C. 20240. I would appreciate receiving all questionnaires by October 29, 1976.

John E. Cook
["_] -

Extremely useful to me.

[~]

-

Interesting reading.

D

-

Not p a r t i c u l a r l y useful to me.

D

-

Is not serving the Service's mission or the F i e l d ' s needs and should be
discontinued.

P. S.

Please continue publishing.

Would l i k e to see i t continued.
Would not mind i f i t is discontinued.

I would welcome any thoughts you have on this or any other subject.
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AN INTERPRETER

Very few know him as I do. There are just
a handful he would have called "friends."
He was difficult to get close to because
you first needed to get by the loud voice
and the mask of a hard-boiled manager..
He looked as though he could stare a man
into intimidation. Then as you got to know
him better, he came across as argumentative, hard-headed, arrogant, and pushy.

himself mercilessly toward that end.
This is, in part, the reason for the
success of the S.T.E.P. Program.

But was he really that way? Ask his wife;
ask the people who really knew him; ask
the students in the S.T.E.P. (Students
Toward Environmental Participation) Program.
The reasons that I feel he deserves a space
in In Touch is because he was a good interpreter and a great environmentalist.
Behind that hard-boiled facade was a
heart that cared for his fellow man.
Yes, I even saw him cry once, out of
compassion for a fellow man.

Yes, an interpreter he was.--Have you
ever heard his descriptions of a weekend at Gettysburg? Kennesaw? A horseback ride? It seems unreal that behind
that steel casing there was such sensitivity. He even dabbed in Haiku poetry,
which demands utmost sensitivity and
feeling. One of his favorite was one
composed centuries ago by the Japanese
poet Buson which translated says:
The scissors hesitate
Before the white chrysanthemum
A moment.
Many of us knew him, and laughed with
him, and fought with him. The interpreter's name -- Ray Geerdes.

He was difficult to convince, but if you
convinced him that an objective was
worthy, he took up the cudgels and drove

Jerry Y. Shimoda
City of Refuge NHP
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COOPERATING
ASSOCIATIONS
SIGURD OLSON FEATURED SPEAKER AT COOPERATING ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE

MAILING LIBRARY RATE
If you are wholesaling books to another
association, according to the Postal
Service Manual, Sect. 135.215, you are
entitled to send your publications at
the library rate, which is considerably
cheaper than 4th class book rate. This
applies only to 501C3 status non-profit
organizations. If your post office gives
you difficulty on this, write to
Mr. Darwin E. Sharp, Director, Office
of Mail Classification, Postal Service
Headquarters, Washington, D.C. 20260,
for a ruling on your particular case.
For information on experience with
library rate matters, write to Hoyt Rath,
Executive Secretary, Petrified Forest
Museum Association.

The featured speaker at the Cooperating
Association Conference Publications
Awards banquet, November 10, will be one
of our country's best known ecologists
and interpretive naturalists, Sigurd F.
Olson, a man loved and respected by all
in the National Park Service who know
him and his work. The seventy-seven
year old environmentalist is a resident
of Ely, Minnesota, and will journey to
Albuquerque, New Mexico, especially to
talk to the Association Conference.
By now you have received your invitation
to attend the 1976 Conference. Deadline
for hotel reservations is October 9.
Let's make a 100% association attendance
this year. If you have any questions,
contact the Coordinator's office. There
will be something for everyone at this
meeting, including dozens of outside experts on a variety of subjects, from
merchandizing and insurance to design
and management. And Director Gary
Everhardt has promised to join us.

PUBLICATIONS COMPETITION
The deadline for entries in the Association Publications Competition is rapidly
approaching. You must have 8 copies of
your entry in the Coordinator's office
by September 27. Judging will take place
in October with the awards being presented (possibly by the Director) at the
November conference. A quick peek at the
entries thus far reveals some outstanding work. It's going to be a tough one
for the judges this year. Last time 17
associations entered a total of 67 publications. How about yours for 1976?
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ORDERS

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT

Some associations carry National Geographic publications: America's Wonderlands, etc. Recently an order was placed
by telephone from the west coast. The
association was informed that NGS books
could not be wholesaled for resale in a
bookstore. This is true. NGS does not
market their books in commercial bookstores. What probably happened is that
the association did not properly identify itself as being situated in a national
park site.

A Bicentennial park (not important which
one) recently used a living artist's
rendition of a Continental soldier as
the background illustration for a printed "schedule of special events." The
illustration was copyrighted and the
copyright symbol with the artist's name
was clearly visible on the printed sheet.

For the future, here is how to order NGS
publications: by mail, write to Ms. Roberta
Lawrence, Publications, National Geographic Society, 17th and M Streets,
Washington, D.C. 20036; by phone (phone
orders are accepted), call Ms. Lawrence
at 301-948-5926 or 202-857-7000, ext.
1330. Be sure and identify yourself as
a NPS association. Also keep in mind
that NGS offers only an 18% discount.

The question here is not "did this park
obtain permission for use of the illustration." The important thing is that
you, as a park or as an association,
remember that the use of such material
without written permission is a direct
violation of the copyright laws and the
holder of the copyright has every right
to legal action. Just because you are
a Federal agency or a non-profit organization does not exempt you from copyright laws.

SPECIAL NOTE TO INTERPRETERS
Two new books on interpretation have just
been published and are now available.
One is Interpreting The Environment,
edited by Grant W. Sharp and available
for $14.95 from John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
in New York. The other is The Interpreter's Handbook by Russell K. Grater and
available at $4.00 from Southwest Parks
and Monuments Association, P. 0. Box
1562, Globe, Arizona 85501.
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FORUM
Shakespeare said it:
"What's in a name? That which we call
a rose
By any other name would smell as sweet."

If a naturalist has trouble getting
cooperation from fee collectors and law
enforcement people, maybe it's because
that naturalist avoids the supplementary
cooperation they need from the naturalists.
We all have to pull together and sometimes
that means doing things we don't care for
such as a little minor law enforcement.

If the interpretive naturalist is doing
a good job, it doesn't matter if the
visitor knows what one is. Our efforts
belong in being interpreters, not being
called interpreters.

It's unrealistic to ask visitors to
remember all of our specialties. Rather,
it is up to us_to serve the visitor.

If visitors don't know about the interpretive program in a park, it's the fault
of the interpreter (unless someone is
going around tearing up notices, brochures
and other publicity devices). What's
wrong with approaching the visitor?
Our people walk through the campground
before a program and personally invite
everyone to attend. The visitors love
it and attendance is markedly increased.
Granted, our area lends itself to this
technique and would not be practical
in many other areas. But there are many
ways in which to inform visitors of the
interpretive programs. The primary responsibility for this lies with the interpreter and no one else. This does
not preclude reinforcement from fee
collectors and law enforcers. Most
of these people with whom I've come
in contact are more than happy to
supplement with their verbal contacts.
Most also make an effort to learn as
much as they can about the park story
so they can answer visitor questions.

Regardless of our administrative or
professional titles, we are all rangers
to the visitor and as such we represent
all the answers and solutions to all
the questions and problems, from where
the restroom is to the geologic processes
involved in forming the park; from what
the camping fee is to why campfires
aren't allowed in alpine meadows; from
first aid to an ambulance run; from
finding a lost wallet to rescuing a
stranded climber. When we don't have an
answer, we do know where or from whom
we can get it.
Let's quit worrying about what we're
called and concentrate on protecting
the resource and serving the visitor
through good solid interpretation.
Roberta V. Seibel
Park Interpreter
Coulee Dam NRA
Coulee Dam, Washington
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After reading Ms.Garcia's letter in
the July '76 edition of In Touch, I felt
that I should attempt to dispel some of
her anxieties and perhaps some anxieties
of others. The interpreter's situation
is not as serious as suggested. If a
seasonal employee or any other employee
would look about, that person would find
himself or herself surrounded by employees
who may be naturalists. Only part of
these naturalists would be rangers. There
are probably one or more hunters, fishermen, birdwatchers, horticulturists,
farmers, rock collectors or former science
teachers within the maintenance and/or
administrative staff. In fact, there are
probably several combinations of the
previously named naturalist types within
the park or seashore staff. These people
are very glad to answer any questions
from inquisitive visitors to which they
may know the answers. They do not mind
directing the visitors to rangers or
locations of interpretive programs. Those
few of the staff lacking any background in
natural sciences could - by planned
exposure to interpretive programs - be
better able to assist inquisitive visitors
Since most parks and seashores are insufficiently manned, assistance in interpretive programs by staff other than interpretive naturalists is an area that could
be better developed.

Although the rebutting of rebuttals is
ordinarily far enough removed from the
substance of things to be a futile
exercise, I am unable to suppress the
impulse to address myself to Ranger Clark's
comments in the July edition of In_ Touch.
Mr. Clark writes from Pipe Springs NM
that Marcella Sherfy's articles on "The
Craft of History" constitute the beating
of a philosophical dead horse, as all-or nearly all--is well with the historical
craft in the NPS.
Such may well be the case at Pipe Spring;
the various 19th century Arizona Mormon
activities portrayed there doubtless convey
an accurate and thorough picture. There
remains a painfully widespread need for
acceptance of an ethic of what Ms. Sherfy
styles "historical honesty."
The clever Frenchman who centuries ago
said, "History is a pack of tricks which
we play upon the dead," has been proved
prescient as well as perceptive. The
proliferating quasi-historical programs,
even more than their non-historical and
anti-historical cousins, have made the
Frenchman into a prophet. Mr. Clark's
dead horse is alive and well and trampling
down Clio's treasured sites, leaving
behind the inevitable equine refuse.
Ms. Sherfy's thoughtful and skilful and
obviously fervent efforts were better
than good. They remain required reading
hereabouts and deserve continuing reflection in climes where the craft of history
is among the priorities.

Billy R. Laughinghouse
Cape Lookout NS

Robert R. Krick
Chief Interpreter
Fredericksburg & Spotsylvania
NMP

Park and forest visitors deserve better
than second-rate interpretation from
people who are unskilled in communication
with the public. Interpretive planners
cause interpretive effectiveness to be
impaired by placing second-rate or less
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agency itself—provides the necessary
tools to effectively function as an
interpreter. Training for seasonals
needs improvement. Training must be an
ongoing process, and continuous evaluation of seasonal interpreters is necessary.

qualified personnel in interpretive positions. Environmental interpretation is
a profession requiring training, skills,
and knowledge. Moreover, it is beneficial
for the interpreter to possess certain
interests and a pleasing personality.
Interpretation is probably the most
important function of the National Park
Service. During the past decade and
with the growth of the Visitor Information Service (VIS), the value of
interpretation has been realized by the
U. S. Forest Service. Effective interpretation provides visitors with enjoyable and worthwhile experiences in
their forests and parks.

The interpretive staff should play the
most active role in the selection of
people for interpretive positions.
Face-to-face contact before hiring
should be a necessity.
Some federal agencies offering interpretation must make it a priority to
develop a well-structured career
development objective and promotion
policies. This will attract good
interpreters and motivate currently
employed personnel. Furthermore, while
the U. S. Forest Service understands
the importance and values of interpretation, a lack of funding and resources
make opportunities in visitor information
services quite scarce. This is a
discouraging and frustrating situation
for someone in my shoes hoping to pursue
a career in interpretation.

Few guidelines exist for the preparation
of the environmental interpreter. How
can one best prepare for a career as a
successful interpretive naturalist?
Interpreters come from many walks of
life. Age, sex, and other socio-demographic
variables seem to have little bearing on
the interpreter's success. On the other
hand, educational preparation should be
inter-disciplinary, with an emphasis in
the natural sciences. Other subject areas
needed include resource management, social
sciences, history, education, and communication. While an interpreter must understand his subject matter, I cannot
overemphasize the importance of the
possession of skills to understand and
effectively communicate with the audience.
I feel that formal education in communication skills greatly enhances the interpreter's presentation and contributes to
his success. My personal graduate program
will include numerous courses in speech,
journalism, creative writing, drama,
photography, and audio-visual presentation/

Improvements in college interpretive
preparation and changes within agencies
offering interpretation are necessary.
Hopefully the improvements will be made
soon before I devise my graduate educational program. Furthermore, better
quality interpretation in our forests
and parks will result. Finally, the
student interested in interpretation
will be able to easily define explicit
objectives, guidelines, and priorities
to aid him throughout his preparation.
Joseph Ross
Forest Interpreter
U. S. Forest Service
Lake Tahoe Visitor Center

The paucity of in-service training could
also be affecting the quality of
interpretation in our forests and parks.
Training—both in college and in the
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Sometimes putting interpreters in costume,
cooking, firing weapons, making candles,
etc. are very appropriate methods of interpreting a park story. Sometimes, not.
In creating such programs, however, we
should be guided by the objectives which
are established for such a program and
by how they relate to the park's overall
interpretive objective.

A CRAFT OF HISTORY

Marcel!a Sherfy is indeed correct when she
states that "we hold the nation's most
important historic sites - the places
of greatest significance in its perception
of its past." Her article, Media versus
Message, revealed some astute observations
which, I believe, warrant amplification.
Marcella is much more adept at expressing
her opinions in writing than I, but since
I have such a strong feeling on the subject, I am willing to try my hand.
I believe that we (the NPS and more
specifically, managers of historical areas)
have developed a strong feeling for the
significance of those areas we manage
and have become disappointed that so
many Americans are more willing to spend
their time and money on programs designed
to entertain than to visit our sites. Our
reaction is to try to attract visitors
by producing more entertaining programs.
We are also drawn into such activities
through Regional Office encouragement to
get on the bandwagon when programs such as
"Living History" are riding high.

We are in trouble immediately when we
use the term "Living History." Calling
a program "living history" is like
saying we will bring history alive for
you. This always reminds me of an
informational folder I read once which
said, "you will enjoy the tour," to which
I reacted, "how do you know I will."
Even in our best programs we may not
always bring history alive to everyone.
I would hope that we could begin to take
a greater pride in the resources entrusted
to us. We can make stronger efforts
to provide the most effective and
appropriate methods of interpreting
those resources. We have a great deal
of which to be proud.
James W. Coleman, Jr.
Superintendent
Horace M. Albright Training
Center

What I am trying to say is that we often
put on programs that are not appropriate
or which are much more entertaining than
they are significant.
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RAP UP
THE GREAT FOSSIL HUNT
KID STUFF

•

It seems as though looking back through
history is the thing to do in our National Parks this Bicentennial year.
Here at Grand Canyon we are looking back
not 200 years, but 200,000,000 years,
with a unique interpretive activity called the Fossil Hunt.

There's no money, there's no staff,
there's no way. Or is there? For the
second year in a row Great Falls Park,
Virginia operated a weeklong free day
camp for local children. The camp provided 15 different events daily that
were divided into energy stuff in the
morning, education stuff in the afternoon and crafts in the late afternocn.
We work with about 100 children daily.
The greatest cost was the supplies.
Staff was working anyway, so the entire
park staff was dedicated to the program.
Then, through cooperation with county
parks, libraries and other local people
interested in nature and kids, we were
able to provide a broad spectrum of activities. Yes, it does take a lot of
work, yes there were some really tired
people at the end of the week. But, in
exchange, the whole park staff and community united for a common cause, a vast
amount of exchange occurred directly between park types and kids, and lastly we
all had a great time! If you are having
trouble finding resources, start an exchange of "using each other" between
county, state and Federal agencies. It
works for the benefit of all concerned.

Hunting for fossils is a new experience
for most of us. We may have discovered
one by accident, but probably paid little
attention to its age, or location. The
objective of the Fossil Hunt is to recontruct the organisms and environments
reflected in the various layers of rock
here at the Canyon.
After building the confidence of his
group by identifying several types of
fossils in a large common outcrop of
rock, the interpreter divides the "hunters" into small groups and sends them
out to locate their own. Each group
then records the shape, size, and d e tails of their fossils on a sketch pad.
This gives the interpreter the opportunity to "float" among the groups giving clues, answering questions, and occasionally culling rocks from fossils.

Corky Mayo
Interpretive Specialist
George Washington Memorial Parkway

The hunters are then brought together
to share their discoveries with others.
At this time, a "cheat sheet" (photographs of the original organism), and
fossil specimens are supplied to the
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ings, and their own sketches, but not
the fossils.
Since this method of interpretation is
new at Grand Canyon, we welcome input
from those already approaching paleontology
in a similar way. Suggestions or comments
can be directed to the Division of Interpretation, P. 0. Box 129, Grand Canyon
National Park, Grand Canyon, Arizona
86023.
Al Vandershoot
Park Naturalist
Grand Canyon NP

CANNON PROVES USEFUL
FOR NATURE STUDY
Interpreters at military parks often look
for opportunities to inject a bit of
natural history into their interpretive
talks.
At the Chancellorsville battlefield at
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania NMP the
park interpreters got an assist from
nature.

group. Each group is then able to identify their specimens of sponge, shell,
bryozoa, crinoids, coral, and so forth.

When a visitor, Norman W. Hemphill of
Fairfax, Virginia, approached a cannon
to check its date of manufacture, "I
heard a great commotion coming from inside
the bore," he later told the park.

Invariably questions arise as to why
marine fossils are found at 7,000 feet
above sea level and this type of inquiry is a perfect lead into the significance of the Grand Canyon. The discussion is then easily shifted into
topics such as deposition of sediments,
uplift, erosion, time, and so forth.

"The noise came from a bunch of \ery
hungry baby birds...It seems that the birds
found a far better use for these cannon
than man did," Mr. Hemphill wrote afterwards to Park Superintendent Dixon B.
Free!and.

Although this activity contains most of
the elements of good interpretation,
one of the most important is that of
National Park ethics. Our visitors are
encouraged to take home pictures, draw-
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CURATOR'S CORNER

A (DEAD) BIRD IN THE HAND...

ARCHIVAL PHOTOGRAPHS
STORAGE CABINETS AND STORAGE AREAS

How many of you have ever led a nature
walk where someone in your group discovered a dead bird along the trail? It
has happened to me many times.

Archival photographs and negatives are
best stored in rust free metal containers
constructed so that rodents cannot enter.
Rust acts as a catalyst accelerating
chemical breakdown. Cabinets made of
wood and composition board are not
recommended because such materials give
off acidic fumes which degrade photographs.

This is a good example of an unexpected
"stop" in your planned trip and a great
chance for some impromptu interpretation;
certainly everyone's interest is diverted
to the bird.

Air contaminated with sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, nitrous oxide and/or dust is
damaging to photographs. If air pollution
is a problem in your storage area, you
should consider having the appropriate
filters installed in the heating and
cooling system.
The storage cabinets should be away from
excessive heat or rapidly fluctuating
temperatures caused by strong light or
proximity to vents or radiators. Excessive moisture or extreme fluctuations in
humidity should be avoided. Ideally, a
stable relative humidity should be maintained at 60/o or below.

The first time this situation presented
itself was on a woodland walk where I
identified the bird and related some life
history of the species. Not a very
exciting stop.
My next similar encounter was on a
seashore walk where our group found a dead
Herring Gull--only this bird had been
banded. That's when I realized that I
had finally solved the question of what
does one talk about over a dead bird?
Now whenever our group finds a dead bird
I always explain the whys and hows of
bird-banding. It's more dynamic than
merely identifying the bird and usually
someone in the group can be encouraged to
check the bird for a band on its leg.

Each year much damage is caused to
museum collections by unforseen accidents
such as condensation in air conditioning ducts, rupturing pipes, water
dripping from rooms overhead or running
along pipes and electrical conduits from
one section of a building to another.
Never put storage cabinets on a window
sill. Temperature changes are too
extreme and normally tight windows may
leak during storms.

Licensed bird-banders report that a low
percentage of banded birds are recovered
and the success of the research on lifespan and migration depends on the public
finding and returning bands. We, as
National Park Service employees, are in
an ideal position to stimulate the public's
awareness in this program
Bands should be sent to the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Bird Banding
Laboratory, Laurel, Maryland 20810. Be
sure to mention where, when, and how you
obtained the band.

Try to foresee and prevent accidents by
judicious placement of storage cabinets.
As an added safety measure against
damage by moisture, there should be at
least six inches between the floor and
the first drawer or shelf of cabinets
situated on ground floors.

Paul B. Hays
Seasonal Park Naturalist
Cape Cod NS

Janet L. Stone
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beneficial as they participate in waterrelated activities. The surfing program
becomes even more relevant when you
consider that Cape Hatteras is a recreational area foremost. That surfing is an
ecologically harmless sport makes it
that much better to teach to a world too
entangled with mechanized recreation.
Besides, it's one heck of alot of fun!

SURFING PROGRAM AT CAPE HATTERAS
"Let's go surfing now, everyone's learning
how, come on a surf safari with me..."
(Beach Boys, 60's) is the song many of our
visitors are singing this summer as they
visit Cape Hatteras National Seashore.
An idea of Seasonal Ranger Jim Tunstall
and held on a volunteer basis last summer,
the Introduction to Surfing program
(I.T.S.) has now been initiated into the
Bodie Island District Interpretive Schedule by supervisor Ron Warfield. We feel
that the program's success is due to the
fact that it gives the park visitor a
chance to participate in a popular recreational activity as well as an interesting
and valuable educational experience.

The I.T.S. adds to our other nature-recreation oriented programs available to the
public at CHNS. Snorkeling, canoeing and
fishing are offered throughout the season
and have all been met with much enthusiasm
by our park visitors. CHNS is continually
looking for innovative programs which
will aid us in interpreting the seashore's
resources to the public. These activitybased programs are helping us reach this
goal.

The I.T.S. program stresses the ocean's
dynamics (wind, waves and storms) and how
they may affect our ever-changing seashore.
Various safety guidelines are covered
with the visitors which may prove

Robert Fleischer and
James Tunstall
Seasonal Interpreters
Cape Hatteras NS
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STORYTELLING AT ACADIA

Later he finds his own shell to carry,
but soon he almost dies in a rainstorm,
and then seems doomed when he is caught
by an octopus.

To awaken the imagination, tell a story.
In a national park, one can reach people
through the ancient art of storytelling,
and encourage them to discover the park
in a personal way.

To illustrate scenes in the drama, I
have drawn and painted twelve giant
poster pictures, which I show on an
easel as the story unfolds.

One may make up one's own tale, but
considering the rich heritage of stories
available in children's literature, one
need not do this. Drawing from this
heritage, one may choose a story which
has a life of its own and which has a
connection with the quality which makes a
national park what it is.

To attract those who would like to read
further, I bring a copy of the book with
me--with its beautiful illustrations by
Mr. and Mrs. Hoi ling. Pagoo is a long
story. What I tell must inevitably be
condensed and selected. Occasionally
T bring a live hermit crab along, which
I reveal as a surprise at the end of the
program.

Choosing is only the beginning. Then
comes the work of getting to know the
story and of acquiring an approach and
a sense of timing. Reading some of the
fine books available on the art of
storytelling might be useful. Observing
experienced storytellers in action might
also be helpful. There are a number of
these in school and public libraries.

The most important thing in storytelling,
however, is the telling. This means to
live with the story, I feel, and to get
to know it so that it becomes part of
you.
Winston Moody
Seasonal Naturalist
Acadia National Park

A story that has seemed to work well for
me as I have told it as a naturalist in
Acadia National Park is Pagoo by Holling
Clancy Holling (Houghton Mifflin). Pagoo
holds the drama of a myth or a legend-"
while at the same time it reveals a basis
of careful scientific research. Pagoo is
short for Pagurus, the genus of the
hermit crab. When he is born he is hatched
from an egg the size of a pencil-dot and
looks like a Christmas tree ornament as he
floats on top of the sea. As he grows
older he tries to hide his bare and tender
behind which is curved and rubbery. Things
seem wonderful when he discovers an empty
barnacle shell to hide in, which is
fastened upon the shell worn by a landlady
hermit crab. He likes this penthouse
apartment with travel and sightseeing until
he is swallowed and coughed up by Big
Head, the sculpin, and then carried into
the sky by Gull Monster, a herring gull.

I am well into my second season as an
interpretive archeologist here at Mesa
Verde National Park, and have read with
interest the many and varied articles
appearing in In Touch. Somewhere in the
hazy past, if I recall correctly, one such
article having to do with incorporating
music into evening campfire programs found
its way into these pages. I would like
now to share with In Touch readers the
extent of the success I have had in just
such an endeavor, and the extent of the
successes available to any one of us when
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our own seeming lack of such deep
spiritual concern about living in harmony
with our surroundings. And the "solution,"
it is clear, lies in reviving just this
sort of spiritual, this psychological
commitment if you will, to harmony; for
just as clearly we already have the
technical and scientific knowledge that
for the first time could make this "harmony" possible.

we take the necessary time and effort to
carefully prepare our program material
(script, slides, et.al.), select a
musical background, and, here is the
difficult part, integrate both into an
effective presentation that does not
weigh the eye down with superfluous
imagery or overburden the ear with
meaningless or inappropriate noise.
We here at Mesa Verde are fortunate in
that we have an excellent sound system
and a reasonably adequate projection
system—though I would like to see the
latter expanded to include multi-image
projection. But even more important
than these technical aspects, Mesa Verde
is also the meeting place, really, of
several ordinarily widely divergent
areas of inquiry—archeology, comparative
religion, ecology, paleo-botany, geology, cultural anthropology, history,
and even astronomy, to name a few. To
"make sense" of just a small portion of
any one of these areas is often a lifetime's work, yet we interps are expected
to "make it all come alive" for the
tourist. Clearly, we need whatever help
we can get, or we'd soon find ourselves
lecturing to the walls, or lost in some
pedantic argument over the virtues of
this or that pottery style. I believe
I have found just such a "help" in the
musical "soundtrack" I've put together
for my program.

We know, analytically and scientifically,
that we are on an environmentally insane
course. We simply lack the will to do
anything truly effective about it.
The "return," then, to a spiritual commitment, to the harmony and unity best known
in this country from Native American lore,
is presented not as the solution, but as
necessary precondition without which a
"solution" will never be found.
Underscoring the above is a musical background that I think brings home the point
amazingly well. When the music finally
does come in (about half-way through), it
begins with Hoist's The Planets ("Neptune,
the Mystic"), segways into a poem
("Silence," by Shelly) read by Alexander
Scourby, then fades into Pink Floyd's
"Atom, Earth, Mother"; after this comes
the introduction from Strauss' Also Sprach
Zarathustra (better known as the theme
from 2001); continues on with excerpts
from Orf's Carmina Burana; an American
Indian prayer sung by a contemporary folk
group; and finally closes with excerpts
from Jonathan Livingston Seagull (soundtrack).

So then what I have done is this—after a
a brief photo tour of the Four Corners
area (no music) during which we visit
Aztec NM, Bandelier NM, Canyon de Chelly
NM, Navajo NM, and Canyonlands NP, I
relate all that we've seen in those areas
to the crises current in highly technological Western societies—the social,
religious, political and environmental
crises familiar to us all. I compare
on the one hand, and in their own words,
the spiritual commitment of American
Indian groups and, on the other hand,

Although all this may sound extremely
complicated, it really works quite well
when integrated with the program slides
I've chosen (most of them my own). So
what I am getting at, even in as innocuous
a presentation as a travelogue, is our
ultimate unity with the rest of creation
and the spiritual consciousness necessary
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tential. I'd like to see someone try
living nature as an interpretive approach;
There are probably a lot of animals around
(and plants too) that have a lot that
they could tell us, if only they had an
tnterpretor to bring them to life.

to make that unity a reality in our
individual, every-day lives. And judging
from the response I've gotten from the
last nine audiences (up to 800 each!),
this kind of program has been long overdue
the typical response is: "IJve
been going to national parks for 8 years
and have never seen a program done so
effectively....1 just never r e a l i z e d —
all these years I've looked but never
SEEN."
Interps take note.
Music j_s_ the message!

Jim Shives
Free Lance Interpreter
Mt. McKinley/Everglades

WOMEN MAN ARTILLERY AT ANTIETAM

(The technical details of all this are
long and involved, but if anyone would
care to have them, I would be glad to
exchange ideas with them. I would
especially like to hear from people who
have tried similar programs.)

What is living nature? That might be
explained easier by example. Some of
you may have read Jack Schaefer's
"Interview with a Shrew" in the November '75 Audubon or more recently his
"Interview with a Pocket Gopher" in the
May '76 Audubon. If you have, maybe you
have recognized the interpretive potential
there.

As a follow-up to International Women's
Year, Antietam National B a t t l e f i e l d has
joined the progressive ranks and commissioned three women seasonal rangers
f o r the "famed Antietam a r t i l l e r y crew."
This e l i t e group from Sharpsburg, Maryland, f i r e s an 1841 6-pound bronze piece
and an 1857 12-pound Napoleon piece
every weekend afternoon f o r park v i s i t o r s .
Even though women were not part of the
famous a r t i l l e r y batteries during the
C i v i l War, women distinguished themselves
in other areas of both m i l i t a r y and
c i v i l i a n l i f e . Names l i k e Clara Barton,
nurse and founder of the American Red
Cross, Belle Boyd, Confederate spy who
gave information on Union troop movements to Stonewall Jackson during his
Valley Campaign, and Dr. Mary Edwards
Walker, the f i r s t woman to be commissioned Assistant Surgeon in the U. S. Army
and served with the Union throughout the
C i v i l War - these names w i l l forever be
associated with l a s t i n g contributions and
accomplishments during t h i s c r i t i c a l
period.

But why just interview an animal, why not
become one? This would give an interpreter a unique opportunity to speak from
an animal's point of view on any number
of subjects, while also giving interesting facts concerning the animal's lifestyle. I think the idea has great po-

But one hundred years l a t e r women are
s t i l l r i s i n g to the occasion, both out
of necessity and out of desire. A f t e r
the loss of two male cannoneers from the
Antietam Battery, a c r i s i s arose whether
to discontinue t h i s popular program
because of an already short-handed trained

Joe Dominiecki
Seasonal Ranger-Archeologist
Mesa Verde NP

LIVING NATURE
Since living history has taken the Park
Service by storm, why not living nature
as well?
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crew or train different people to replace those lost in the "battle of the
budget." "But there's nothing left but
a bunch of womenl" someone exclaimed.
"Yes, and furthermore it's not ladylike,"
another added. But the three future
replacements stood their ground. "We've
watched you fire these cannons for
years, and we can do as good or better
a job," they proclaimed. So, we swallowed our financial shortcomings and buried
our historical accuracies, and trained
three new recruits. Seasonal rangers
Beth Roulette, Cathy Shank, and Ann Marie
Roulette are now cannoneers No. 2, No. 3,
and No. 4, respectively.

artillery demonstration. Importance
is placed on accurate Confederate uniforms, explaining how the artillery was
loaded, and the safest procedures in
firing the piece, NOT on what particular
sex is carrying out commands. Visitor
comments show the addition of these
new recruits to be "refreshing," "innovative," and "thoroughly enjoyable,
creative, and up-to-date." If comments
such as these reflect the visitor's
feelings to a program, maybe total
historical accuracy may not be necessary.
Mike Mastrangelo
Interpretive Specialist
Antietam National Battlefield

FOR OVERALL PARK INTEREST
HANDICAPPED SIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
To be effective, interpretation must be
accessible to, and understandable by,
the visitor.
In dealing with the handicapped park
visitor, the deaf person is one of the
least ignored. Exhibits and trails are
adequately signed and marked with interpretive messages. Transcripts of audio
programs have been made available in
some areas. The common belief is that
the deaf person need only to read the
information and they will have complete
understanding. However, the average
deaf person doesn't completely understand
all written information, because most of
his knowledge is related to concrete
ideas with very basic terminology. This
is not to say that the deaf person is
unintelligent, but rather their ability
to absorb information has been limited
by their handicap.

Women were not recruited for such activity in 1861, but a woman who alledgedly
got past the physical, Frances L. Clallin,
reputedly served in the 4th Missouri
Heavy Artillery. Therefore, perhaps
there is historical precedence. But
historical accuracy has taken a back
seat with the use of women cannoneers.
However, this aspect of historical
accuracy is not significant to the
present-day objective of the cannon
demonstration. This is Antietam's most
popular activity with an attendance
between 150 to 350 visitors at each

Of the five senses, the two most closely
related are hearing and speech. For this
reason, the deaf person, not being able
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to hear his own words, finds it difficult
to learn to speak. Therefore, it is
easier for the hearing to learn sign
language than the non-hearing to learn
speech. The two sign languages used most
by deaf people are Siglish and Ames!an.
Deaf people think and talk in pictures,
using fingerspelling to communicate
abstract thoughts and proper names.
Last year an objective of National
Capital Parks, Branch of Community Programs was to open interpretive programs
to special populations. Working with the
personnel offices, Gallaudet College,
Cooperative Education Department was
contacted, with the proposal to use
their students as VIPs.
They would be trained to provide architectural information concerning the sites,
historical information surrounding personages of whom the sites are memorialized
and other pertinent information as it
relates to the sites in Washington, D. C.
Together the students and site interpreters would develop an interpretive program
to be communicated orally and in sign
language.
The students were selected from the more
audible, articulate and enthusiastic
students at the college, who have interest
in Park Service programs and the history
of parks. Their education and background
was similar to any hearing employee.

surrounding the program, the public's
reactions have been overwhelming.
Visitors in transit have commented on
their appreciation of the program and
often asked the names of other parks
offering similar programs.

Based on the positive reaction from the
non-hearing and hearing community, the
experiment has been successful. The
program has met a specific need and it
has added an exciting dimension to
our heritage program.

My personal objective is that a Sign
Language interpretive program would become
Servicewide. It would offer the opportunity for the.se visitors to become more
confident in their unique means of
communication. As one student put it,
"So I can improve my situation..get
experience in working with hearing
people; gain knowledge of the Park
Service and history of our country so
I can give plenty of information to
deaf children."

This year Park Service hired seven
students as Park Technicians to work in
five area sites. Because of the diversity
of the areas in which these students
serve and the vast amount of publicity
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What are the Functional Herbarium's
uses? I t can be u t i l i z e d in a w i l d food
walk as a summary and conclusion. These
specimens can be shown to and handled
by the public to reveal the d i v e r s i t y
of plant l i f e in your park. When the
proverbial " l i t t l e ole lady" wanders into
your v i s i t o r center and asks the name
of "the p r e t t y yellow wildflower along
the t r a i l " you can show her your yellow
wildflowers and locate her s p e c i f i c
wildflower with which she .is concerned,
without having to return to the s i t e .

Adding another dimension to our park
programs, another door has been
opened to the non-hearing--the door of
f e e l i n g the "park experience." Parks
are for people and the "average park
v i s i t o r " includes a l l people.
I would enjoy sharing ideas with those
interested in t h i s program or those
already giving s i m i l a r programs.

Elsie Roach
Park Technician
Branch of Community Prog.
NCP

The Functional Herbarium also serves as
a t r a i n i n g tool f o r seasonal-migratory
i n t e r p r e t e r s . Obviously, most of us do
not have extensive knowledge of the
regional f l o r a of a p a r t i c u l a r park, the
f i r s t time we work there. This herbarium,
w i t h data on the reverse of each card,
would inform new interpreters of the plants
which l i v e in your park, t h e i r names,
range, h a b i t a t , blooming date and so on.
The medium is nontoxic, which makes i t
applicable to children's programs!

THE FUNCTIONAL HERBARIUM AN INTERPRETIVE TOOL
I r e f e r to t h i s pet project as my
Functional Herbarium Project—which is
not to i n f e r that s c i e n t i f i c herbarium
collections are not f u n c t i o n a l . They
serve a purpose for students of plant
taxonomy, but not park v i s i t o r s ! My
reason for undertaking t h i s long-term
project was p r i m a r i l y the desire to
have a personal herbarium f o r my own
education. When I became a Seasonal
I n t e r p r e t e r with the National Park Serv i c e , i t became even more evident to me
that a functional herbarium could become
a valuable i n t e r p r e t i v e t o o l .

I have been working with t h i s "new method"
f o r only 8 months so the long-range a f f e c t s
s t i l l are not known, but my 8-month-old
specimens look as good now as they did the
day a f t e r I mounted them.
This method requires very l i t t l e of your
time and money and produces very nice
r e s u l t s . The components are:
1. Photographic mat-board - single weight,
wh i t e .
2. One cheapo paint brush - approximately
1" to I V wicTeT
3. One b o t t l e of Gloss Polymer Medium
( A c r y l i c Polymer Emulsion).
4. Specimens.

For many years I have been experimenting
with various methods of preserving
herbarium specimens such that they r e t a i n color and t e x t u r e , and can be
handled. I have t r i e d numerous methods,
none of which were r e a l l y s a t i s f a c t o r y
u n t i l now. Liquid p l a s t i c works w e l l ,
but is tremendously expensive and
bulky, as well as tedious to work w i t h .
Waxes do not endure well and clear
contact paper is rather expensive and
cranky to work w i t h , especially with
high bul k p l a n t s .

I use photo mat-boards because they are
f a i r l y r i g i d and almost chemically
neutral i f you buy high q u a l i t y board. I
am currently paying 19 cents f o r each
8x10 board. Various precut sizes are
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available or large sheets can be cut
down to required sizes with a mat knife
at a slight savings.

top of the box at an angle. This method
allows you to file through the scientific
or common name or a designated specimen
number from a log. Specimens should be
stored away from the sun to prevent
fading. Hopefully, some of you will have
your interest kindled by this and I hope
anyone knowing a better method or having
other ideas will please drop a line,
after all, interaction is what In Touch
is all about.

The Polymer Medium is used in conjunction
with acrylic paints and should be found
in any art supply store. The brand I
have been using is "Liquitex" and sells
for $2 for an 8-ounce bottle, which,
depending on the specimens you choose,
mounts from 10-30 per bottle.
Some specimens, due to their bulk, may
require a short pressing from three
hours to a day. It is not necessary to
press and dry your specimens as is
usually done in typical herbariums.
Many plants require no preparation.
Most herbacious plants, which is what I
have been working with primarily, wilt
rapidly and this in itself is enough
"pressing."

P.S.

Roger Blain
Seasonal Interpreter
Great Falls Park, Va.
This system also works for low-bulk
insects such as mayflies & damsel flies.

JOHN MUIR NATIONAL HISTORIC SITE
OFFERS
THE JOHN MUIR METRIC PATH

Paint a layer of medium, straight from
the bottle, onto a mat-board. Apply and
arrange your specimen on this somewhat
tacky surface. It is a good idea, for
identification purposes, to turn one
typical leaf and flower around so that
its undersides show. Now, paint a
thick layer of medium over your specimen.
Burst any air holes which may be present
and place your mounted specimen somewhere
dust-free and out of sunlight to dry.
The medium applies white, but dries
clear and water insoluble. Your plant
is most easily keyed in the field if at
all possible. You may wish to leave
a section at the top of your mat-board
unpainted so you can add data such as
common and scientific names. The back
of the mat-board can be used for various
other data, perhaps edible qualities,
range, etc.

To help kids "ease themselves" into the
the metric system, John Muir National
Historic Site has developed a self-guiding trail. The "John Muir Metric Path"
uses the site's 3.5 hectare orchard and
existing trail markers. The booklet is
being offered in an experimental xeroxed form for use in area summer school
math classes. Comments from the summer's
users will result in a final format ready
for the 76-77 school year.
The trail is mainly pointed at 4th to 6th
graders but even adults can profit from
some of the activities. You start out by
determining the length of your step in
meters. You also discover that one of
your fingernails is about one centimeter
wide (if you're a sixth grader) and can
be used for measuring short distances.
Ever walked around a hectare? You will
on the metric path. Which would you prefer, a quart or a liteV of soft drink?

Storage is fairly simple. A box which
will accommodate vertically the
various sized mat-boards you are using.
You may wish to cut away one side of the
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on souvenir counters. Printed on some
are calendars or a series of pictures.
The idea of a "talking stick" involves
a stick with a self-guided walk printed
on the side.

If it's 34 miles from Martinez to San
Francisco, how many kilometers is it?
How hot is it today (in degrees Celsius)?
The trail is an attempt at bringing the
metric system concepts of weight, distance, area, capacity and temperature
into practical uses. It's one thing to
read about a hectare—it's another thing
entirely to walk around one. The trail
was developed to be self-guiding for
small groups or individuals, to require
a bare minimum of disruption to the present scene, to allow for self-guiding
without teacher or ranger, and to require no equipment checkout from the park
to the student.

The initial starting point could be readily identified by a label or drawing,
each subsequent stop would become more
complicated for determining just exactly
what place or spot is described. One
stop might require the locating of a
certain plant; identified by a drawing
with the latin name, before the next
stop on the tour could be found. All
of the excellent techniques, presently
in use, could be modified for use on the
"talking stick". It might also have a
rubber ring that could be rolled forward on the shaft of the stick as the
walk progressed.

The staff is especially interested in
comments on the trail and will gladly
send review copies. Address requests to:

We haven't thought about the mechanics
of distribution or sale, but we have
considered the communication possibilities. A single person or a whole group
could use one. They could be used over
and over, or taken home as a memento.
They could be used as a fill-in during
the off season. The copy could be
readily changed to suit the different
seasons.

Metric Path, John Muir National Historic
Site, 4202 Alhambra Avenue, Martinez,
California 94553.
Jim Tuck
Park Technician
John Muir National Historic Site

In any event, it is just an idea and
one that doesn't intrude upon the scene
and one with a secondary functional use,
that many people seem to enjoy - trudging along through unfamiliar country
carrying a walking stick.

LET THE VISITOR DO THE TALKING
While the cane and walking stick have
pretty much left our contempory scene,
the inclination for some to carry one
hasn't. We have wondered about a simple walking stick that could also double as a "talking stick." Laminated on
the surface, and divided into squares
in sequence, could be all the necessary
information to self-conduct a guided
walk. To illustrate what we are thinking about you might picture one of those
giant pencils, that are sometimes found

Jerry Sheerin
Mather Training Center
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